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To
The Inspector -ln- Charge
Chhatna Police Station.

Chhatna , Bankura.

Sub: Prayer for start a specific case against the owner and driver of the tractor with sand loaded
trolley bearing - WB-68AH13413, Chassis No - MBNSF AUBB MNC0t l29.

Sir,
ln prodtrcing herewith 01 (one) seized Tractor bearing reg. no - WB-68AH l34l3,Chassis

No - MBNSF ATJBB MNC01129 with sand loaded in trolley along with seizure list. I beg to submit
that on 21..06.24 I along with force C/ L56O Sandip Dey, C/858 Amrit Mondal & HG/37 Biash
Mahanty all of Chhatna PS left Chhatna PS to performed night.mobile duty under Chhatna pS area
vide Chhatna PS C,C no-1,063/24, during mobile duty at 23.05 hrs I received a source information
that the one tractor was carrying illegal sand from Darkeswar river and coming towards Kharbona
on Kamalpur Kharbona pitch road . Accordingly I inforrned about the rnatter to I/C Chhatna pS and as

per his direction I along with force immediately rushed to work out the same. When I along with force
reached at Chapasole village more about 23.25 hrs and found one red colour tractor with sand loaded
trolley coming from Darkeswar river side coming towards Kharbona on Kamalpur Kharbona pitch
road and after seeing the police vehicle the driver of above noted tractor stopped the vehicle and
fled from there . I along with forces searched the surrounding area for its owner and driver and also
waited there for a long time but none appeared there to produce any valid documents regarding
the tractor as well as the loaded sand. lt became crystal clear that the noted driver and the owner
had loaded the sand in the tractor by fraudulent means after stealing the same from any riverbed
with a view to transport it in different places for personal gains and to cause huge loss to the Govt.
Accordingly I seized the tractor with sand loaded trolley bearing reg, no - WB-68AIf13413, Chassis
No - MBNSF ATJBB MNC0l129 under proper seizure list duly sign by the witnesses. After
arrange the driver the said seized sand loaded tractor has been kept at Jhantipahari OP compound for safe
cr.rstody.

Under the above circumstances, I request you to lodge a FIR against the owner and driver of the
seized tractor with sand loaded trolley bearing reg. no - WB-68AH13413, Chassis No -
MBNSFAVBEMNA0406T (Red colour).

Enclosed : Original seizure list.

Yours Faithfullv.nq&^rapn@
ASI Swapan Bhattchariee 0

Chhatna PS, Bankura
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